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 Plaintiffs, by counsel, submit this Opposition to Defendant Big Picture Loans, LLC’s Brief 

in Support of Its Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Exhaust Tribal Remedies and Under the Doctrine 

of Forum Non Conveniens (Dkt. 26).  

OVERVIEW 

This case involves a rent-a-tribe enterprise created and operated by Defendant Matt 

Martorello (“Martorello”)—a Chicago entrepreneur with no lineage to the Lac Vieux Desert Band 

of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians (“LVD” or the “Tribe”). Beginning in 2011, Martorello’s 

companies made high-interest loans to consumers in the name of Red Rock Tribal Lending, LLC 

(“Red Rock”)—an entity formed under the laws of the LVD for the dual purpose of avoiding laws 

and concealing the roles of Martorello’s companies. Although Red Rock was held out as the actual 

lender of the internet loans, the LVD had minimal involvement in the operations and received a 

mere 2% of the net profits from the loans. On the other hand, Martorello’s companies, namely 

Bellicose Capital, LLC, reaped nearly all the profits and provided the infrastructure to market, 

fund, and collect the loans. Faced with mounting pressure against similar rent-a-tribe schemes and 

a cease and desist issued to Red Rock by the New York Department of Financial Services (which 

was unsuccessfully challenged by Red Rock in federal court), Red Rock was consolidated and 

renamed Big Picture, but the enterprise continues to be operated in the same manner, i.e., with 

minimal involvement of the LVD and a nominal percentage of the revenue returned to the LVD. 

Although the doctrine of tribal sovereign immunity protects the Tribe itself, it does not 

automatically extend to economic subdivisions of a tribe or derivatively extend to non-tribal third 

parties. Recognizing this potential exposure, Defendants attempted to further insulate themselves 

from potential liability through the “Governing Law and Forum Selection” provision in its lending 

agreement. The provision prospectively waives all a consumer’s federal statutory rights and 
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remedies and mandates a sham dispute resolution procedure that ensures a consumer will never be 

able to make it into any court to raise any claims against Big Picture, Martorello, and others 

associated with the enterprise.  

Now, Big Picture seeks dismissal of Plaintiffs’ claims by attempting to invoke the doctrine 

of tribal exhaustion, a federal doctrine based on comity afforded by federal courts to tribal courts. 

Big Picture attempts to invoke the doctrine of tribal exhaustion so that Plaintiffs are forced to first 

pursue their claims using the sham dispute resolution process that Defendants created to insulate 

themselves from any legal liability. However, as discussed below, the tribal exhaustion rule has 

no application where, as here, there is no ongoing tribal litigation to exhaust before the proceeding 

of Plaintiffs’ claims in federal court.  

Further, even assuming the doctrine of tribal exhaustion was applicable, controlling 

Supreme Court precedent provides that it is not necessary to require Plaintiffs to exhaust their 

claims because the tribal court lacks jurisdiction, which does “not extend to the activities of 

nonmembers of [a] tribe” beyond the reservation’s borders. Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 

544, 565 (1981). None of the claims in this case involve conduct occurring on the reservation. Big 

Picture does not dispute this, but it argues that the focus should be on the fact that the final audit 

of the loan agreement took place on the reservation. Courts across the country, including this Court, 

have rejected this theory of “on-reservation activity,” because subject matter jurisdiction “is 

tethered to the nonmember’s actions, specifically the nonmember’s actions on the tribal land.” 

Jackson v. Payday Fin., LLC, 764 F.3d 765, 782, n. 42 (7th Cir. 2014). Big Picture knows this—

it brought and lost this same argument before a district court in New York, which was affirmed by 

the Second Circuit. Otoe-Missouria Tribe of Indians v. N.Y. State Dept. of Fin. Servs., 974 F. Supp. 

2d 353, 359-61 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), aff'd, 769 F.3d 105, 115 (2d Cir. 2014) (affirming the district 
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court’s decision because the tribes “provided insufficient evidence to establish that they are likely 

to succeed in showing that the internet loans should be treated as on-reservation activity”). 

Big Picture’s exhaustion request faces an additional obstacle not present in Jackson or these 

other cases: the LVD’s Constitution, Tribal Code, and Regulations do not permit the tribal court 

to exercise jurisdiction over this dispute. Requiring exhaustion would serve no purpose other than 

delay—an exception to the tribal exhaustion doctrine established the Supreme Court.  

Additionally, the Supreme Court has long recognized an exception to the doctrine of tribal 

exhaustion where, as here, a party attempts to invoke tribal jurisdiction in bad faith. Big Picture 

asks the Court to require Plaintiffs to first bring their claims using a dispute process influenced by 

Matt Martorello and specifically created to shield itself and its tribal allies from liability. More 

importantly, the Tribal Financial Services Regulatory Authority (TFSRA) has two regulatory 

agents who would oversee the dispute—neither of whom could be unbiased due to their close 

familial relationship with members of the Tribal Council and Big Picture. For example, one of the 

regulatory agents is Lilly Williams, the sister of Chairman James Williams—the head of the LVD 

and co-manager of Big Picture and Ascension. But Ms. Williams’s role is just one of many 

problems, others include the TFSRA’s unfettered discretion to: (1) investigate consumer disputes 

“in any manner it chooses,” and (2) to “grant or deny any relief it deems appropriate” without any 

legal standards. By establishing a dispute resolution system that, on its best day, forces a consumer 

to litigate before a biased tribal member with absolute discretion, Defendants have created a forum 

that should not be provided comity under doctrine or rule.  

Finally, Big Picture also seeks enforcement of the choice-of-law clause through the 

doctrine of forum non conveniens. As discussed in Plaintiffs’ Opposition to Big Picture, 

Ascension, and the Tribal Officials’ 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss (Dkt. 84), the lending agreement’s 
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choice-of-law provision is unenforceable for a host of different reasons, including its prospective 

waiver of Plaintiffs’ federal rights and remedies. The Court should not award Big Picture’s 

sophisticated efforts to avoid liability for its illegal activities and should deny its motion to dismiss.  

ARGUMENT 

I. The tribal exhaustion doctrine does not apply. 

“The tribal exhaustion rule provides that, absent exceptional circumstances, federal courts 

typically ‘should abstain from hearing cases that challenge tribal court jurisdiction until tribal 

court remedies, including tribal appellate review, are exhausted.” Crowe & Dunlevy, P.C. v. 

Stidham, 640 F.3d 1140, 1149 (10th Cir. 2011). The doctrine is based on principles of comity and 

was developed by the Supreme Court to determine “the relationship between tribal courts and state 

and federal courts.” Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 398 (2001) (O’Connnor, J. concurring). In 

other words, the doctrine of tribal exhaustion “is not . . . a jurisdictional prerequisite, but rather is 

a matter of comity” between the courts. Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., Inc. v. Lac du Flambeau Band of 

Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, 807 F.3d 184, 195 (7th Cir. 2015) (internal quotations omitted) 

(quoting Altheimer & Gray v. Sioux Mfg. Corp., 983 F.2d 803, 813 (7th Cir. 1993) (quoting Iowa 

Mut. Ins. Co. v. LaPlante, 480 U.S. 9, 16 n. 8 (1987))). It is “an exhaustion rule” that prevents 

federal courts from intervening in ongoing tribal litigation, “allowing the tribal courts initially to 

determine whether they have jurisdiction.” See Brendale v. Confederated Tribes & Bands of 

Yakima Indian Nation, 492 U.S. 408, 427 (1989). 

Typically, the doctrine of tribal exhaustion applies in cases where a plaintiff attempts to 

litigate a “previously-filed, ongoing tribal court action” and asks the federal court “to interfere 

with those tribal proceedings.” Garcia v. Akwesasne Hous. Auth., 268 F.3d 76, 80 (2d Cir. 2001); 

see also Jackson v. Payday Fin., LLC, 764 F.3d 765, 784 (7th Cir. 2014) (“It is not at all clear, 

however, that the doctrine of tribal exhaustion requires a federal court to abstain from exercising 
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jurisdiction when that exercise will not interfere with a pending tribal court action.”). In other 

words, an existing “nonexhausted” tribal suit should not proceed in federal court until the prior 

filed tribal suit is exhausted. See Granberry v. Greer, 481 U.S. 129, 131 & n.4 (1987) (indicating 

that the Supreme Court’s tribal exhaustion doctrine applies when there has been a “failure to 

exhaust” a parallel and preexisting tribal court claim). Indeed, this was the case in each instance 

the Supreme Court required abstention under the tribal exhaustion rule.1 Further, every other case 

in which the Supreme Court considered the issue of tribal exhaustion involved a previously filed 

tribal claim.2  

The application of the Supreme Court’s “exhaustion rule” in the event of preexisting tribal 

claims is consistent with the fundamental principal of judicial comity, the concept that federal 

courts should give mutual recognition to the judicial acts of foreign courts. See, e.g., Black’s Law 

Dictionary, Comity (citing Hilton v. Guyot, 159 U.S. 113, 163–64 (1895)). Indeed, even the 

exceptions to the tribal exhaustion doctrine indicate that the rule is meant to apply under 

circumstances where a tribal court’s jurisdiction has already been implicated. For example, the 

following three exceptions could only theoretically apply where there is a corollary tribal 

proceeding: “where an assertion of tribal jurisdiction is motivated by a desire to harass or is 

conducted in bad faith;” “where the tribal court action is patently violative of express jurisdictional 

                                                 
1 See Iowa Mut. Ins. Co. v. LaPlante, 480 U.S. 9, 16 (1987) (holding that a party could not attempt 

to re-litigate a dispute that was pending in the tribal court system because “proper respect for tribal 

legal institutions requires that they be given a ‘full opportunity’ to consider the issues before them 

and ‘to rectify any errors); Nat’l Farmers Union Ins. Co., 471 U.S. at 857 (holding that exhaustion 

of tribal remedies was required before a party could seek a preliminary injunction preventing 

enforcement of a judgment entered by the tribal court on jurisdictional grounds); Sanders v. 

Robinson, 472 U.S. 1014 (1985) (involving a federal action challenging a tribal court’s divorce 

decree as explained by the Ninth Circuit in 864 F.2d 630, 631 (9th Cir. 1988)).  

2 See Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 356-57 (2001); El Paso Nat. Gas Co. v. Neztsosie, 526 U.S. 

473, 476 (1999); Strate v. A-1 Contractors, 520 U.S. 438, 444 (1997).  
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prohibitions;” or “where exhaustion would be futile because of the lack of an adequate opportunity 

to challenge the tribal court’s jurisdiction.” Norton, 862 F.3d at 1243; see also Nat’l Farmers, 471 

U.S. at 856 n.21.  

Here, there is no pending tribal litigation justifying this Court’s abstention. Instead, 

Plaintiffs are asserting for the first time their claims for Defendants’ violations of state and federal 

law. Plaintiffs are not parties to any proceeding in an LVD court, and Plaintiffs do not seek to use 

the Court to usurp the authority of any LVD courts to consider Plaintiffs’ claims. Thus, as the 

Second Circuit explained, the doctrine is inapplicable to this case because “the comity and 

deference owed to a tribal court that is adjudicating an intra-tribal dispute under tribal law does 

not compel abstention by a federal court where a non-member asserts state and federal claims and 

nothing is pending in the tribal court.” Garcia, 268 F.3d at 80.3  

Big Picture conflates tribal sovereignty, tribal jurisdiction, and the Supreme Court’s 

exhaustion policy in arguing that federal courts should abstain from hearing claims whenever a 

plaintiff might have filed their claim in tribal court rather than federal court. Accordingly, Big 

Picture advocates for a rule that would give tribal courts exclusive jurisdiction whenever a tribal 

court might possibly have concurrent jurisdiction with federal courts. See Garcia, 268 F.3d at 82. 

This is simply not the purpose of the tribal exhaustion doctrine. As the Supreme Court explained 

in National Farmers, Congress’ policy of favoring tribal self-determination is served by abstention 

during the pendency of an ongoing tribal suit. Nat’l Farmers Union, 471 U.S. at 856-57. The 

federal court should not rule on the question of the tribal court’s jurisdiction in the collateral 

                                                 
3 If the Court were to dismiss Plaintiffs claims as Big Picture requests, it is difficult to imagine on 

what basis Plaintiffs would challenge the tribal court’s jurisdiction. Would Plaintiffs file claims in 

the tribal court and then move to dismiss their own claims by virtue of the LVD court’s lack of 

subject matter jurisdiction? This procedural absurdity further demonstrates the inapplicability of 

the doctrine of tribal exhaustion under the circumstances presented by this case. 
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proceeding because the policy supporting tribal self-government “favors a rule that will provide 

the forum whose jurisdiction is being challenged the first opportunity to evaluate the factual and 

legal bases for the challenge.” Id. at 856. “The risks of the kind of ‘procedural nightmare’ that . . . 

allegedly developed in [National Farmers] will be minimized if the federal court stays its hand 

until after the Tribal Court has had a full opportunity to determine its own jurisdiction and to rectify 

any errors it may have made.” Id. at 856-57.   

Accordingly, the Court should deny Big Picture’s motion to dismiss on the basis of the 

doctrine of tribal exhaustion. The Supreme Court has made clear that tribal exhaustion does “not 

deprive the federal courts of subject-matter jurisdiction,” but “is required as a matter of comity, 

not as [a] jurisdictional prerequisite.” LaPlante, 480 U.S. 9, 16 n.8. Without pending litigation in 

the tribal court, there is simply no comity reason for the Court to abstain from hearing Plaintiffs’ 

claims in this case.   

II. Even assuming the doctrine applies where no parallel proceeding exists, the doctrine 

does not apply in this case because there is no colorable claim of tribal jurisdiction.   

Even assuming that Plaintiffs’ claims somehow implicate the doctrine of tribal exhaustion, 

Plaintiffs’ claims may proceed in this Court because Big Picture fails to assert a colorable claim 

of tribal jurisdiction. Because the tribal exhaustion requirement is a “prudential rule based on 

comity,” it is subject to several exceptions, including: (1) “when it is plain that no federal grant 

provides for tribal governance of nonmembers conduct” pursuant to the Montana rule; (2) when 

“it is otherwise clear that the tribal court lacks jurisdiction so that the exhaustion requirement 

would serve no purpose other than delay;” or (3) “where an assertion of tribal jurisdiction is 

motivated by a desire to harass or is conducted in bad faith.” Norton, 862 F.3d at 1243 (listing 

each exception to tribal exhaustion recognized by the Supreme Court); see also Hicks, 533 U.S. at 

369 (discussing the exceptions to the tribal exhaustion rule).  
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In this case, each of these exceptions supplies an independent basis for the inapplicability 

of the tribal exhaustion doctrine. First, because Plaintiffs are not members of LVD and there is no 

tribal jurisdiction over them pursuant to the Supreme Court’s Montana rule, tribal exhaustion is 

not required. Second, tribal exhaustion is not required because it is clear that there is otherwise no 

jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ claims under the LVD Constitution and Code—thus requiring 

exhaustion would only cause delay. Third, tribal exhaustion is not required because Big Picture’s 

assertion of the LVD courts’ jurisdiction is made in bad faith.  

A. There is no colorable claim of tribal jurisdiction pursuant to the Montana rule, 

and thus the tribal exhaustion doctrine is inapplicable. 

Native American tribes are “domestic dependent nations” who “exercise sovereignty 

subject to the will of the Federal Government.” Bay Mills, 134 S. Ct. at 2039. Tribal jurisdiction 

derives from the fact that “Indian tribes are ‘unique aggregations possessing attributes of 

sovereignty over both their members and their territory.’” Montana, 450 U.S. at 563 (quoting 

United States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 323 (1978)). For certain core tribal matters, tribes retain 

“inherent sovereignty” to “exercise [their] tribal power” over disputes and parties. Id. at 564. These 

matters, as the Supreme Court has explained, include “the power to punish tribal offenders” and 

the rights to “determine tribal membership,” “regulate domestic relations among members,” and 

“prescribe rules of inheritance for members.” Id. at 564. But “through their original incorporation 

into the United States as well as through specific treaties and statutes,” the tribes have “lost many 

of the attributes of sovereignty.” Id. at 563. As a result, the Supreme Court has held that the 

“exercise of tribal power beyond what is necessary to protect tribal self-government or to control 

internal relations is inconsistent with the dependent status of the tribes, and so cannot survive 

without express congressional delegation.” Id. at 564. 
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In the absence of a federal statute authorizing tribal court jurisdiction, the Supreme Court’s 

decision in Montana articulated two limited exceptions to the general rule that the inherent powers 

of a tribe do not extend to the activities of its non-members. Montana, 450 U.S. at 565; Hicks, 533 

U.S. at 369 (recognizing an exception to tribal exhaustion when “it is plain that no federal grant 

provides for tribal governance of nonmembers’ conduct on land covered by Montana’s main rule 

. . . .” Hicks, 533 U.S. at 369 (quoting Strate, 520 U.S. at 459-60 & n.14). Under the first exception, 

a tribe may “exercise . . . civil jurisdiction over non-Indians on their reservations through taxation, 

licensing, or other means, the activities of nonmembers who enter consensual relationships with 

the tribe or its members, through commercial dealing, contracts, leases, or other arrangements.” 

Montana, 450 U.S. at 565 (emphasis added). Second, “[a] tribe may also retain inherent power to 

exercise civil authority over the conduct of non-Indians on fee lands within its reservation when 

that conduct threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic security, or 

the health or welfare of the tribe.” Id. at 566 (emphasis added).  

The Supreme Court’s Montana decision articulates the very limited circumstances under 

which a tribal court may exercise jurisdiction over non-members. See Montana, 450 U.S. at 565-

66. Thus, even when a parallel suit in tribal court exists, a federal court will not abstain from 

considering an attack to the tribal court’s jurisdiction if the limited circumstances articulated by 

Montana are not present. Hicks, 533 U.S. at 369. Stated differently, if one of the Montana 

exceptions does not apply, requiring tribal exhaustion “is not necessary to protect tribal self-

government” and “is not crucial to ‘the political integrity, the economic security, or the health or 

welfare of [a tribe].” See Strate, 520 U.S. at 459 (quoting Montana, 450 U.S. at 566). These 

exceptions are “limited ones” and “efforts by a tribe to regulate nonmembers . . . are 

‘presumptively invalid.’” Plains Commerce, 554 U.S. at 330. 
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Both of the Montana exceptions arise on the tribes’ “inherent sovereign power to exercise 

some forms of civil jurisdiction over non-Indians on their reservations.” Montana, 450 U.S. at 

565 (emphasis added); see also Hicks, 533 U.S. at 369. Thus, it is essential to Montana that the 

specific conduct of the non-member occur on the reservation. Montana, 450 U.S. at 565. In 2008, 

the Supreme Court reiterated that Montana requires “nonmember conduct on tribal land.” Plains 

Commerce Bank, 554 U.S. at 333. In doing so, the Court examined its prior cases and observed 

that they follow “the same pattern, permitting regulation of certain forms of nonmember conduct 

on tribal land.” Id. These cases “always concerned nonmember conduct on the land.” Id. (citations 

omitted). And in the more than thirty years since Montana, “with only one minor exception,” the 

Supreme Court has “never upheld under Montana the extension of tribal civil authority over 

nonmembers on non-Indian land.” Id. In other words, even though the tribe’s sovereign authority 

extends to all land within the tribal reservation (whether or not it is owned by the tribe), regulation 

of land owned by a nonmember and located within the reservation “typically” “will not be 

necessary to protect tribal self-government or to control internal relations.” Hicks, 533 U.S. at 359-

60.   

Here, neither of the Montana exceptions apply because Plaintiffs have not engaged in any 

activities on the reservation. None of Plaintiffs entered the reservation to apply for the loans or to 

execute the loan documents. Even assuming their online interactions were with Big Picture (which 

they were not), such conduct of visiting a website owned and operated by a tribe does not constitute 

on-reservation activity as determined by the majority of courts that have considered this issue,4 

                                                 
4 See also Colorado v. Western Sky Fin., LLC, 845 F. Supp. 2d 1178 (D. Colo. 2011) (“Plaintiffs 

allege, and defendants do not dispute, that defendants were operating via the Internet. The 

borrowers do not go to the reservation in South Dakota to apply for, negotiate or enter into loans. 

They apply for loans in Colorado by accessing defendants’ website… this is not a case about 

commercial activity on Indian lands.”); Suthers v. Cash Advance, 205 P.3d 389, 400-01 (Colo. 
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including this Court’s decision in Hayes,5 which the Fourth Circuit upheld. Hayes, 2015 WL 

269483, at *3, rev’d and remanded on other grounds, 811 F.3d 666. 

Big Picture fails to identify any reasons demonstrating that the instant case involves tribal 

self-governance or use of tribal resources. Instead, Big Picture selectively quotes from the Supreme 

Court’s decision in Montana for the proposition that the doctrine of tribal exhaustion applies to 

any contractual relationship involving a tribal member regardless of whether that transaction takes 

                                                 

App. 2008) (holding that a payday lending business that engaged in transactions over the Internet 

with consumers located off the reservation constituted off-reservation activity), aff’d, 242 P.3d 

1099 (Colo. 2010); Jackson, 2014 WL 4116804 at *11 (“Here, the Plaintiffs have not engaged in 

any activities inside the reservation. They did not enter the reservation to apply for the loans, 

negotiate the loans, or execute documents.”) (emphasis in original)); Parnell v. W. Sky Fin., LLC, 

No. 4:14-CV-0024-HLM, 2014 WL 11460814, at *9 (N.D. Ga. Apr. 28, 2014) (“As previously 

noted, notwithstanding Defendant CashCall’s arguments to the contrary, the events at issue clearly 

did not occur on the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation, and Plaintiff did not engage in activity 

on the reservation. Moreover, Plaintiff and the corporate entities of Defendants Western Sky and 

CashCall are not members of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe. At best, only Defendant Webb is a 

member of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, and he simply is a member of Defendant Western 

Sky, a limited liability company. . . . Moreover, even if Plaintiff had some consensual contacts 

with the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, the mere existence of those contacts would not give rise to 

jurisdiction in the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Court.”); see also Philip Morris USA, Inc. v. King 

Mountain Tobacco Co., 569 F.3d 932, 941 (9th Cir. 2009) (“The mere fact that a nonmember has 

some consensual commercial contacts with a tribe does not mean that the tribe has jurisdiction 

over all suits involving that nonmember, or even over all such suits that arise within the 

reservation; the suit must also arise out of those consensual contacts.”); Otoe-Missouria Tribe of 

Indians v. N.Y. State Dept. of Fin. Servs., 974 F. Supp. 2d 353, 359-61 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (denying 

Indian tribes’ request to enjoin tribes from extending payday loans to New York citizens over the 

Internet, because “the activity the State seeks to regulate is occurring off of Plaintiffs’ Tribal 

lands”), aff'd, 769 F.3d 105, 115 (2d Cir. 2014) (affirming the district court’s decision because the 

tribes “provided insufficient evidence to establish that they are likely to succeed in showing that 

the internet loans should be treated as on-reservation activity”). 

5 In Hayes, a non-tribal debt collector moved to dismiss the case under the tribal exhaustion 

doctrine. 2015 WL 269483, at *3. This Court denied the motion for several reasons, including that 

the “collection activity” giving rise to plaintiffs’ claims “did not occur on the . . . reservation,” but 

rather that the debt collector sent the letters from its offices in Nevada to plaintiffs’ homes in 

Virginia. Id. The Fourth Circuit agreed with the Court’s ruling as to the tribal exhaustion doctrine, 

and it “adopt[ed] the reasons set forth in the district court’s opinion.” Hayes, 811 F.3d at 676. 
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places on or off tribal land. (See Def.’s Br. at 14). However, the Montana court was clearly 

discussing only transactions occurring on tribal lands. Montana stated in relevant part,  

To be sure, Indian tribes retain inherent sovereign power to exercise some forms of 

civil jurisdiction over non-Indians on their reservations, even on non-Indian fee 

lands. A tribe may regulate, through taxation, licensing, or other means, the 

activities of nonmembers who enter consensual relationships with the tribe or its 

members, through commercial dealing, contracts, leases, or other arrangements. 

450 U.S. at 565 (emphasis added). In support of this quotation, Montana cited to Williams v. Lee, 

358 U.S. 217, 223 (1959), which concerned a transaction between a nontribal member and tribal 

member that took place on tribal land and several other cases concerning the regulation of 

transactions occurring on tribal land. See Montana, 450 U.S. at 565 (citing Williams; Morris v. 

Hitchcock, 194 U.S. 384 (1904) (considering tribal legislation on live stock owned by nonmembers 

on tribal land); Buster v. Wright, 135 F. 947, 950 (8th Cir. 1905) (noting tribe had inherent 

authority to govern business transacted on tribal land); Washington v. Confederated Tribes of 

Colville Indian Reservation, 447 U.S. 134, 150 (1980) (discussing tribal power to tax non-

members “entering the reservation to engage in economic activity”)). This aspect of the Montana 

decision was also recently discussed by the Supreme Court in Hicks. 533 U.S. at 369.  Accordingly, 

simply entering into an agreement with a tribe, tribal corporation, or tribal member is not sufficient 

to implicate the tribal-exhaustion rule.  

 Big Picture also attempts to argue that the “activity here occurred on the Reservation” 

because the last act necessary to form the contract occurred on tribal lands and the Big Picture 

employees that verified and approved the loan agreement were located on the Reservation. (Def.’s 

Br. at 15-16). This argument fails for three independent reasons.  

 First, regardless of Big Picture’s purported activity on tribal lands, the relevant inquiry is 

what “nonmember conduct” that occurred “inside the reservation” that implicates the tribe’s 

sovereign interests of regulating nonmember conduct occurring on tribal lands. Plains Commerce, 
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554 U.S. 316 at 327 (emphasis added). In rejecting an identical argument, the Seventh Circuit 

explained: 

We also note that, at several places in their submissions, the Loan Entities suggest 

that the dispute concerns “on reservation” activities because that is where Western 

Sky executed the contracts. The question of a tribal court's subject matter 

jurisdiction over a nonmember, however, is tethered to the nonmember's actions, 

specifically the nonmember's actions on the tribal land. There simply is no 

allegation here that the dispute involves activities of the Plaintiffs on the 

reservation. 

Jackson, 764 F.3d 784, n. 42 (emphasis added). The Second Circuit also rejected the same 

argument from the LVD and Big Picture’s predecessor in Otoe-Missouria, 769 F.3d 105, 115 (2d 

Cir. 2014) (finding the “provided insufficient evidence to establish that they are likely to succeed 

in showing that the internet loans should be treated as on-reservation activity”).  

Like Jackson and Otoe-Missouria, there is no evidence of any nonmember conduct on the 

reservation that justifies the exercise of tribal subject matter jurisdiction. As discussed supra, a 

consumer’s conduct of visiting a website owned and operated by a tribal entity does not constitute 

on-reservation activity as determined by the majority of courts that have considered this issue, 

including this Court’s decision in Hayes, which the Fourth Circuit upheld. Hayes, 2015 WL 

269483, at *3, rev’d and remanded on other grounds, 811 F.3d 666. See supra note 4. It is simply 

irrelevant whether the last act to form the contract occurred on tribal lands because tribal 

jurisdiction “is tethered to the nonmember’s action,” and no one disputes that Plaintiffs never 

stepped foot on the LVD’s reservation. 

Second, the first exception established by Montana applies to nonmembers who enter a 

consensual relationship with “the tribe or its members.” Montana, 450 U.S. at 565. But Plaintiffs 

did not enter into an agreement with the LVD or any of the LVD’s members. Instead, the 

agreement was between Plaintiffs and an entity formed under tribal law. (See generally Dkt. 83). 
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Because Big Picture is not an arm-of-the tribe, Plaintiffs did not enter into a contract with the tribe 

or its members.  

Third, as discussed more thoroughly in Plaintiffs’ Opposition to Big Picture, Ascension 

Technologies, and the Tribal Officials’ 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, the lending agreements were 

formed in Virginia. (Dkt. 84 at 26-30). Plaintiffs incorporate their arguments regarding the place 

the contract was formed, but to briefly reiterate, Big Picture’s attempt to characterize tribal land 

as the place of the contract is inconsistent with the course of dealing between the parties and is 

part of the effort to shield Defendants from the application of any federal or state law. Defendants 

sent Plaintiffs an offer to enter into a contract to Plaintiffs’ homes in Virginia (see Dkt 1-2), and 

Plaintiffs accepted the offer, consenting to the non-negotiable terms in the lending agreement from 

their homes in Virginia. Any attempt to characterize a consumer’s execution of the agreement as 

an “offer” to the lender is simply disingenuous.    

Accordingly, because the LVD’s jurisdiction over its land has not been implicated by 

Plaintiffs, Big Picture is unable to establish a colorable claim of tribal jurisdiction to justify 

requiring the exhaustion of tribal remedies. This provides an independent basis for not applying 

the doctrine of tribal exhaustion.  

B. Even if a colorable claim of jurisdiction exists under Montana, exhaustion 

would serve no other purpose than delay because it is “otherwise clear” the 

tribal court lacks jurisdiction.  

Because Plaintiffs’ activities do not implicate the Montana exceptions, there is no colorable 

claim that the LVD’s tribal court can exercise jurisdiction over this case. Even if a colorable claim 

existed under Montana, however, another exception to tribal exhaustion arises when “it is clear” 

that tribal courts lack jurisdiction over particular claims “adherence to the tribal exhaustion 

requirement in such cases ‘would serve no purpose other than delay,’ and is therefore 

unnecessary.” Hicks, 533 U.S. at 369 (quoting Strate v. A-1 Contractors, 520 U.S. 438, 459-60 & 
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n.14 (1997)). Here, it is clear that the tribal court lacks jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ claims for two 

independent reasons, making exhaustion “serve no other purpose than delay.” Id.  

First, the LVD’s Constitution limits the jurisdiction of its tribal courts to cases, matters, or 

controversies arising under Tribal Law:  

Tribal Court. The judicial power shall extend to all cases, matters or controversies 

arising under this Constitution and the laws, ordinances, regulations, customs, and 

judicial decisions of the Lac Vieux Desert and shall be exercised to the fullest extent 

consistent with self-determination.  

Constitution of the Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians of Michigan, art. 

V, § 2(a) (1997), http://www.lvdtribal.com/pdf/constitution.pdf; compare with Constitution of the 

United States, Art. III, § 2 (“The judicial power shall extend to all cases, in law and equity, arising 

under this Constitution, the laws of the United States… to controversies between two or more 

states;--between a state and citizens of another state;--between citizens of different states . . . .”). 

Because the LVD’s Constitution limits its powers to cases arising under the LVD’s Constitution 

and laws, it does not have subject matter jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ claims alleging violations of 

state and federal law.  

 Second, as more fully explained in Plaintiffs’ Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss (Dkt. 

84), the LVD’s Tribal Code and Regulations expressly prevent resolution of the core issue in this 

case, i.e., that Plaintiffs’ loan is illegal under state law and, thus, violates Virginia’s usury laws 

and RICO’s prohibition against the collection of “unlawful debt,” which RICO defines as debt 

“which is unenforceable under State or Federal law” and where “the usurious rate is at least twice 

the enforceable rate.” 18 U.S.C. 18 U.S.C. § 1961(6). In particular, the LVD’s Regulations provide 

that consumers will not be granted the opportunity to be heard “if the only allegation contained in 

the consumer complaint is an allegation that the consumer finance services provided is illegal in a 

jurisdiction outside the jurisdiction of the Tribe.” Tribal Financial Services Authority Comm. 
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Regs. 1.1 § 4(b), http://www.lvdtribal.com/pdf/TFSRA-Regulations.pdf. Regulation 1.1 alone 

demonstrates that it would “serve no other purpose than delay,” to allow the TFSRA to consider 

this dispute in the first instance.  

 But, Regulation 1.1 is just one of many features that would prohibit the tribal court from 

hearing the claims in this case. For example, the LVD’s Code makes clear that “any claims or 

defenses whatsoever asserted by or on behalf of a consumer shall be subject to the sole and 

exclusive jurisdiction of the Tribal Dispute Resolution Procedure under this Code.” Tribal 

Consumer Fin. Services Regulatory Code at 1.1 § 4(b), http://www.lvdtribal.com/pdf/TFSRA-

Regulations.pdf. Regulation 7.2(g). But the TFSRA may only “resolve the dispute in favor of the 

consumer upon a finding that the [tribal entity] violated a law or regulation of the Tribe,” i.e., not 

a federal law or regulation. Tribal Financial Services Authority Comm. Regs., Reg. 1.1 § 4(c) 

(emphasis added). Only after this process, could a consumer “appeal” to the tribal court, who 

similarly lacks authority to consider claims arising under state or federal law. And once again, the 

Code allows the tribal court to reverse the decision of the TFSRA where “the Authority’s 

conclusions of law conflict with Tribal law or the Tribal Constitution,” and nothing else. Code at 

§ 9.4(f)(iv). Accordingly, adherence to the tribal exhaustion doctrine would only serve to delay 

this case.  

C. Big Picture’s assertion of tribal jurisdiction has been conducted in bad faith, 

and thus the doctrine of tribal exhaustion is inapplicable. 

 The Supreme Court has long recognized an exception to the doctrine of tribal exhaustion 

“where an assertion of tribal jurisdiction ‘is motivated by a desire to harass or is conducted in bad 

faith.’” See Nat’l Farmers, 471 U.S. at 857 (quoting Juidice v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327, 338 (1977)). 

Although the Supreme Court recognized “the bad faith exception to exhausting tribal remedies, 

the test for assessing bad-faith is not well defined.” Acres v. Blue Lake Rancheria, No. 16-CV-
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05391-WHO, 2017 WL 733114, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 24, 2017), aff’d, 692 F. App’x 894 (9th Cir. 

2017). Here, the bad faith exception should apply because: (1) the TFSRA was setup as part of the 

broader scheme to insulate Defendants from any liability and deprive consumers of their federal 

rights and remedies, (2) one of the two TSFRA agents, Lilly Williams, is the sister of James 

Williams, Jr., the Chairman of the LVD’s Tribal Council and the co-manager of Big Picture and 

Ascension, and (3) the other TFSRA agent, Missabee McGeshick, is the nephew of Susan 

McGeshick.  

The TFSRA holds itself as a neutral regulatory authority that was created to protect 

consumers. However, in reality, the TFSRA was formed and operates specifically to protect the 

lenders and their nontribal allies from any liability for their violations of federal and state laws. 

Accordingly, Big Picture’s assertion of the TFSRA’s jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ claims is being 

made in bad faith because Defendants specifically established the TFSRA, its regulations, and its 

current leadership to ensure the deck will always be stacked against consumers and in favor of Big 

Picture and its nontribal allies.   
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III. The lending agreement’s “Governing Law and Forum Selection” provision is invalid 

and unenforceable. 

As discussed in Plaintiffs’ Opposition to Big Picture, Ascension, and the Tribal Officials’ 

12(b)(6) motion to dismiss the “Governing Law and Forum Selection” provision is unenforceable 

because it, inter alia, prospectively waives a consumer’s rights under federal law. (See Dkt. 84).  

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate their arguments concerning the enforceability of the “Governing Law 

and Forum Selection” provision. (Id. at 5-23). The lending agreement’s forum selection clause is 

not severable from the choice of law clause, and thus Big Picture is precluded from claiming that 

the forum selection provision is severable from the “errant provisions” on the subject. See Hayes 

v. Delbert Services Corp., 811 F.3d 666, 676 (4th Cir. 2016). “Good authority counsels that 

severance should not be used when an agreement represents an ‘integrated scheme to contravene 

public policy.’” Id.  

In light of the absence of a valid and enforceable choice of law clause, Big Picture has 

failed to meet its heavy burden of establishing that dismissal is warranted on forum non conveniens 

grounds. See, e.g., Galustian v. Peter, 591 F.3d 724, 731, 2010 WL 155456 (4th Cir. 2010) (“When 

moving to dismiss an action on forum non conveniens grounds, the defendant has the burden of 
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proof to show the existence of an alternate, adequate, and available forum.”). Accordingly, the 

Court should deny Big Picture’s motion to dismiss.  

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons discussed above, the Court should deny Big Picture’s motion.  

Respectfully submitted, 
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